When you take the word Holiday
It will be full of Invention.
I can meet my parents and grandparents
Who are always loving and caring.

I can go to many places
Like beach Monuments and Palaces.
Spending time with my lovely sister
I wish a day could be as long as a semester.
When I go to my relatives house
I always see a smile on their face.
I wish this could be a Holiday of joy
With my playful and friendly boys.

G.P. LAKSHMIDHARAN
2979
6-C

Holidays are fun filled
When all our sorrows are killed
Our minds are lit
With a happiness kit.
Our excitement is immeasurable
Just like an electric cable
Curiosity takes over us
Our needs become a must.
It is the time to discover new places
And solve some mystery cables
It is an unforgettable time
As sweet and fresh as a lime.
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Holidays are wonderful
Sometimes blunder fool.
It’s you who makes it and enjoys it
Everybody enjoys trips.
We go with our family
Joyfully and we have fun.
We enjoy our holidays
By watching movies which are full of animation.
We all love our holidays
We love our families.
In summer we enjoy and play out
In winter we stay inside and play.
We play with our sisters
We miss our friends and teachers
But after holidays we do miss our parents.
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Vacation is a nice time which you spend with your family
It is a period in which we get relieved from work
And we buy toys from Hamleys
We play with many toys and we make the vacation full of joy
We play different games and
We call our friends with different names and don’t hurt them
We eat different kinds of foods
And we cut different woods
We overcome our weakness and get all the strength
We go for shopping in malls and road side shops.

We go to a fair and go on different rides
We play different sports with full excitement
and sportsmanship
We go to places like Udaipur and Jaipur
We go for parties and also buy lotteries
We celebrate different festivals such as
Christmas and New Years
We meet our parents, grandparents and our relatives
So enjoy your vacation and have a nice time.
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We enjoy our holidays
It is coming, the winter days.
We don’t have to wait for our summer holidays
Here are the winter days.

We have fun in the mall
Buying the things we love all.
We should go to Wonderla
Having a fresh banana.
We should not spend time on mobile phone
Spend time on our own lawn.
Don’t go to the tree and cry
Come to the tree and try.
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Oh! Such wonderful holidays
Oh! Such awesome holidays
Yes! Yes Holidays! So memorable!
So mighty and happy

Time to spend with our dear ones,
Waiting eagerly for me!
There is nothing better than holidays,
Time to enjoy home!
Travelling alone in the blue sky is thrilling,
I am eager to buy a cup cake in the sky.
If something goes wrong, God is there to save us,
So no more to worry.
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Holidays are the time to stretch, relax and yawn,
We all love to snore and snore at dawn
We love to lie down and munch on snacks
It’s the time we forget all our bag packs!
It’s the time we munch on cookies from a tin,
Hearing this will make you drool all over your chin!
It’s time to visit all our relatives
And time to explore all our natives
It’s the time we forget all our troubles
It seems as if we are blowing bubbles...
We love to travel
Visiting places would be such a marvel!
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